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Abstract
Background Plain radiographic measures of the acetabulum may fail to accurately define coverage or
pathomorphology such as impingement or dysplasia. CT
scans might provide more precise measurements for
overcoverage and undercoverage. However, a well-defined
method for such CT-based measurements and normative
data regarding CT-based acetabular coverage is lacking.
Questions/purposes The purposes of the study were (1) to
develop a method for evaluation of percent coverage of the
femoral head by the acetabulum; and (2) to define normative data using a cohort of asymptomatic patient hip and
pelvic CT scans and evaluate the variability in acetabular

version for asymptomatic patients with normal lateral
coverage (lateral center-edge angle [LCEA] 20°–40°) that
has previously been defined as abnormal based on radiographic parameters.
Methods Two-hundred thirty-seven patients (474 hips)
with hip CT scans obtained for reasons other than hiprelated pain were evaluated. The scans were obtained from a
hospital database of patients who underwent CT evaluation
of abdominal trauma or pain. In addition, hips with obvious
dysplasia (LCEA \ 20°) or profunda (LCE [ 40°) were
excluded resulting in a final cohort of 222 patients (409 hips
[115 men, 107 women]) with CT scans and a mean age of
25 ± 3 years. CT scan alignment was corrected along the
horizontal and vertical axis and percent acetabular coverage
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around the clockface (3 o’clock = anterior), and regional
(anterior, superior, posterior) and global surface area coverage was determined. Percent coverage laterally was
correlated with the LCEA and the presence and prevalence
of cranial retroversion (crossover sign) and a positive posterior wall sign were determined.
Results The mean regional percent femoral head surface
area coverage for the asymptomatic cohort was 40% ± 2%
anteriorly, 61% ± 3% superiorly, and 48% ± 3% posteriorly.
Mean global coverage of the femoral head was 40% ± 2%.
The local coverage anteriorly (3 o’clock) was 38% ± 3%,
laterally (12 o’clock) was 67% ± 2%, and posteriorly
(9 o’clock) was 52% ± 3%. The mean lateral coverage represented a mean LCEA of 31° (± 1 SD). Fifteen percent of hips
demonstrated cranial retroversion that would correlate with a
crossover sign, and 30% had \ 50% posterior coverage that
would correlate with a positive posterior wall sign on an
anteroposterior pelvis radiograph. In addition, male hips had a
higher prevalence of a crossover sign (19%; 95% confidence
interval [CI], 14%–25% versus 11%; 95% CI, 7%–16%;
p = 0.03) and posterior wall sign (46%; 95% CI. 39%–53%
versus 13%; 95% CI, 9%–19%; p \ 0.001) compared with
women. A positive crossover sign or posterior wall sign was
present for 113 male hips (53%; 95% CI, 46%–60%) compared
with 39 female hips (20%; 95% CI, 15%–26%; p\0.001).
Conclusions This study provides normative coverage
data and a reproducible method for evaluating acetabular
coverage. Cranial acetabular retroversion (crossover sign)
and a positive posterior wall sign were frequent findings in
a young asymptomatic cohort and might be a normal variant rather than pathologic in a significant number of cases.
Level of Evidence Level III, diagnostic study.

Introduction
Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) and hip dysplasia
typically are diagnosed based on plain radiographic
parameters such as the lateral center-edge angle (LCEA),
anterior center-edge angle (ACEA), crossover sign, and
posterior wall sign. None of these parameters in isolation,
however, may be sufficiently sensitive to identify and
differentiate dysplastic or impingement morphologies in all
cases and these diagnostic challenges have been previously
reported [4, 9, 17, 27]. Acetabular retroversion, for
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example, can be seen in the setting of dysplasia as well as
FAI, and whether acetabular retroversion represents a truly
pathologic condition in all cases is unclear [29]. CT scans
and three-dimensional (3-D) imaging might provide more
accurate estimates with regard to these factors; however,
the optimal method for using CT imaging in this setting has
not been well defined. In addition, we lack normative data
with regard to acetabular coverage of the femoral head in
asymptomatic individuals based on CT scans. It may be
critical to have a predictable and accurate method for
evaluating normal and abnormal acetabular coverage when
considering management for hip disorders in an effort to
optimize surgical results and minimize the potential for
complications. Iatrogenic instability or residual impingement can result from surgical treatment based on an
inaccurate diagnosis secondary to this lack of data
regarding the normal variability in hip morphology in
asymptomatic patients.
The purpose of the current study was to develop a novel
method for defining acetabular morphology based on percent acetabular coverage of the femoral head at every
clockface location. The second purpose of the study was to
use this method to define normal parameters of acetabular
coverage using a cohort of asymptomatic patient hip and
pelvis CT scans in an effort to define the normal variability
in acetabular morphology that might have been previously
regarded as pathologic.

Patients and Methods
This study was approved by the institutional review board
from Grenoble Hospital, Grenoble, France. A deidentified
database of CT scans of the abdomen and pelvis obtained
for reasons other than symptomatic hip disease was used.
The current cohort was obtained from patients seen in the
emergency department at Grenoble Hospital, Grenoble,
France, with CT scans obtained for further evaluation of
atraumatic and traumatic abdominal pain. CT scans of
asymptomatic patients aged 20 to 35 years of age were
eligible for inclusion in the study, and those with evidence
of Tönnis Grade I or greater degenerative changes of the
hip, previous hip surgery, or hip fracture were excluded
from the study population. A total of 274 studies were
selected based on these criteria, but 14% (n = 37) were
excluded for technical issues, including an incomplete
examination (N = 31), image series spacing [ 2.5 mm
(N = 3), or metal artifacts (N = 3). A total of 237 patients
(119 men, 118 women [474 hips]) were therefore available
with a mean age of 25 years (men, 25 ± 3 years, women
25 years ± 4 years). The specific scans included were CT
angiogram-abdomen/pelvis (n = 21), thoracoabdominal
aortic CT (n = 1), abdominal CT (n = 63), abdominal
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pelvis CT (n = 146), CT angiogram-pelvis lower extremity (n = 3), and neck thoracoabdominal CT (n = 3).
To exclude occult cases of significant acetabular undercoverage (dysplasia) or global overcoverage (profunda
and/or protrusio) from the analysis, cases with a LCEA of
\ 208 (2% [n = 8 hips) or [ 408 (12% [n = 57 hips]) in
the frontal plane were identified (total, n = 65 hips, 50
patients) and excluded from the analysis. Of the 65
excluded hips, 30 were bilateral exclusions (15 patients)
and 35 hips were unilateral exclusions (35 patients) in 21
men and 29 women. The remaining 222 patients (115 men
[213 hips] and 107 women [196 hips] [409 total hips]) were
included in the final analysis. More women were excluded
from the initial cohort, which was not surprising because
acetabular dysplasia and global acetabular overcoverage
(both of which were excluded) has been shown to be more
common in women. However, there remained no difference between the proportion of female and male hips
before and after exclusion (proportion of women hips
before exclusion 50%; 95% confidence limit [CI],
43%–56% and after exclusion 48%; 95% CI,
41%–55%; p = 0.8).

acetabular axis enables the computation of a radial rim
curve describing the local shape of the rim at any clock
position in a manner completely independent from the
global acetabular orientation and pelvic tilt.
Reformatted radial slices are reconstructed around the
horizontal axis for all clock positions. In each radial slice a
local coverage percentage (C%) is computed as the circumferential portion of acetabular roof from the horizontal
axis to the acetabular rim border point included in this slice
C% = h /180° 9 100.
Acetabular rim border points are further projected
radially on the best-fit sphere approximating the femoral
head. Global surface coverage percentages are then computed in three directions: anterior, superior and posterior. A
global 3-D coverage percentage is also computed from the
projection of the acetabular rim curve onto the best-fit
sphere of the femoral head. The portion of the sphere
surface, which is covered by the projected curve relative to
the full surface of the sphere, determines a 3-D surface
coverage percentage. The mean global percentage coverage was subsequently separated for men versus women to
identify any differences in sex.

Computer-based Analysis Three-dimensional Coverage
Measurement

Correlation With Conventional Radiographic
Parameters

The software used in this study was developed by the
authors to compute anatomic landmarks and to characterize
the acetabulum in 3-D CT scan images. A bilateral pelvis
3-D CT scan from the anteroinferior iliac spines to a
minimum of 1 cm below the lesser trochanter is used.
A best-fit sphere is calculated to determine the femoral
head on each side. Reference axes are then standardized to
avoid confounding from variable patient positioning in the
CT gantry. The image coordinate system is realigned to the
pelvic coordinate system defined by the line joining the
femoral head centers to correct for axial rotation and
frontal plane rotation of the pelvis. Pelvic tilt is also corrected by aligning the frontal plane with the anterior pelvic
plane (APP) as [19] defined by the anterosuperior iliac
spines and the pubic symphysis.
The acetabular volume is separated from the femoral
head volume and a 3-D hemipelvis bone volumetric model
of the side of interest is constructed. From each hemipelvis
model, the acetabular rim is detected and generates a series
of points distributed radially every 7.5° along the rim.
A clockface reference is constructed such that the 6
o’clock position corresponds to the most inferior point of
the acetabular notch. The 12 o’clock position is then
defined as opposite the 6 o’clock position relative to the
radial axis. The clockface reference system along with the

Lateral Center-edge Angle
Reformatted vertical slices are reconstructed around the
realigned vertical axis passing through the femoral head
center from posterior to anterior positions. In each vertical
slice, the local acetabular center-edge angle is computed as
the angle between the vertical axis and a line joining the
femoral head center to the border point of the rim included
in this slice. The standard LCEA is defined from the vertical slice for which the rim border point is most lateral.
This 3-D definition ensures that the center-edge angle is
always computed on a rim border point and not on an
artifact resulting from radiographic projections.

Crossover Sign
Jamali et al. [16] validated the use of the crossover sign to
detect cranial acetabular retroversion on AP pelvic radiographs. The reliability of the C crossover sign OS,
however, is predicated on a well-positioned radiograph
with standardized tilt and obliquity. To identify cases of
focal retroversion that would correlate with a true crossover sign on a plain AP radiograph, the incidence of
retroversion based on percentage coverage data was
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determined at 1 o’clock, 2 o’clock, and 3 o’clock positions.
Those cases with a change in relative anterior to posterior
coverage between clockface locations were recorded as a
positive crossover sign.

Posterior Wall Sign
The posterior wall sign was described by Reynolds et al.
[26] and defined the coverage of the femoral head by the
posterior wall in relation to the center of the femoral head
on a well-positioned, AP pelvic radiograph. A posterior
wall that is medial to the head center at the 9 o’clock
position was reported to be abnormal in this study and
defined as positive for possible posterior wall insufficiency
and/or global retroversion. To correlate the posterior 3-D
coverage data in the current study with a true radiographic
posterior wall sign, the incidence of posterior femoral head
coverage\50% at 9 o’clock was determined and recorded.

Statistical Analysis
The analysis described was applied to the 409 asymptomatic hip cases, generating the measurements described for
each case. For each measurement, the average and SD were
computed.
Quantitative parameters are described by their average
and SD. Qualitative parameters are described in numbers
and percentage.
For the proportion comparison, the chi square test is
implemented to compare proportions. In the event the
conditions of the test are not met (insufficient numbers),
Fisher’s test is used.
For the average comparison, Student’s t-test is implemented to compare quantitative variables. If the conditions
of the test are not met, a nonparametric test is used. If
normality is demonstrated but not variance equality, the
Welch test is used; if normality is not demonstrated, the
Mann-Whitney test is used.
To evaluate correlation between two quantitative
parameters, the Pearson coefficient of correlation is computed. A correlation test and a linear regression are also
computed.
All statistical tests were performed using R software
(version superior to 2.15; R Development Core Team,
Vienna, Austria).

Results
The mean percent regional femoral head surface area
coverage for the asymptomatic cohort was 40% ± 2%
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Fig. 1 The surface area coverage percentages were computed from
the projection of the acetabulum rim curve onto the best-fitting sphere
of the femoral head. The mean coverage percentage ± 3 SD at each
clockface location is shown: Red line = ± 3 SD; orange line = ± 2
SD; green line = ± SD; black line = average.

anteriorly, 61% ± 3% superiorly, and 48% ± 3% posteriorly. The mean local coverage anteriorly (3 o’clock) was
38% ± 3%, laterally (12 o’clock) was 67% ± 2%, and
posteriorly (9 o’clock) was 52% ± 3% (Fig. 1). Locally,
no difference was identified at 12 o’clock (67% ± 2% in
men versus 67% ± 2% in women; CI of difference of
means, 0.6934428 to 0.2687278; p = 0.38), but differences were identified at 3 o’clock (39% ± 2% in men
versus 36% ± 3% in women; CI of difference of means,
3.031622 to 2.006859; p \ 0.001) and 9 o’clock
(50% ± 3% in men versus 53% ± 3% in women; CI of
difference of means, 1.965739–3.021774; p \ 0.001). At
all clockface locations men had more relative retroversion
compared with women (Fig. 2). Mean global percent
coverage of the femoral head was 40% ± 2%. No difference was identified between men and women for mean
global percentage coverage (40% ± 2% [men], versus
40% ± 2% [women]; CI of difference of means,
0.3156769 to 0.6031541; p = 0.54).

Correlation With Conventional Radiographic
Parameters
The mean lateral coverage (12 o’clock) in the cohort was
67% ± 2%, which correlates with a LCEA of 31° with a
range 27° to 36° (Pearson’s product-moment correlation =
0.98; Fig. 3).
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Table 1. Presence of a radiographic posterior wall sign using CTbased analysis of femoral head coverage
Posterior wall percentage

All hips

Male

Female

\ 50%

30%

46%

13%

C 50%

70%

54%

87%

Table 2. Presence of a radiographic crossover sign using CT-based
analysis of acetabular version
Crossover sign (version value \ 0°)
Number of hips At 1 o’clock At 2 o’clock At 3 o’clock

Fig. 2 Differences in local coverage between men (purple line) and
women (brown line) is demonstrated. There was no statistically
significant difference identified at 12 o’clock (p = 0.38). However,
statistically significant differences were identified at 3 o’clock and 9
o’clock (p \ 2.2e 16). At any clockface location, men had more
relative retroversion compared with women.

All hips 409

15%

1%

0.0%

Male

213

19%

0.9%

0.0%

Female

196

11%

2%

0.0%

Table 2). A positive posterior wall sign (\50% coverage at
9 o’clock) was present in 30% of cases and occurred more
frequently in men than women (46%; 95% CI, 39%–53%
[men] versus 13%; 95% CI, 9%–19% [women]; p \ 0.001;
Fig. 4). Overall, 152 cases (37%; 95% CI, 32%–42%) had
either a positive crossover sign or posterior wall sign in the
current cohort. A positive crossover sign or posterior wall
sign was present for 113 male hips (53%; 95% CI, 46%–
60%) compared with 39 female hips (20%; 95% CI, 15%–
26%; p \ 0.001).

Discussion

Fig. 3 The correlation between local acetabular coverage at 12
o’clock and the LCEA is shown. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient
was 0.98 for this regression model.

The presence of cranial retroversion, indicated by using
the crossover sign, was present in 15% of all hips. Men
demonstrated a greater prevalence of cranial retroversion
than women (19%; 95% CI, 14%–25% versus 11%; 95%
CI, 7%–16%) of hips, respectively; Table 1; p = 0.03;

Prior studies have primarily used plain radiographic
parameters to define the acetabulum as dysplastic, normal,
or impingement morphology [4, 7, 16, 20, 24, 27, 28, 30].
These radiographic parameters are unfortunately limited,
because they assess only a focal region of the acetabular
rim (LCEA, ACEA), the relationship of one portion of the
rim relative to another (crossover sign), or are listed as
present or absent (crossover sign, posterior wall sign).
Therefore, they may fail to identify and quantify the
severity of acetabular deformity, and their reliability to
identify dysplasia or impingement morphology even
among experienced hip surgeons is reported to be poor [4].
We therefore used CT scans from asymptomatic subjects to
define normal acetabular morphology and coverage of the
femoral head. We found that cranial retroversion as
assessed with the crossover sign and the posterior wall sign
were frequent findings in a young asymptomatic cohort.
Limitations of the current study include defining normative
data for acetabular coverage based on a young, asymptomatic
population. Studies have shown that a substantial proportion
of asymptomatic patients have radiographic evidence of hip
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Fig. 4 Distribution of posterior femoral head coverage based on local percent coverage at 9 o’clock is represented. A posterior wall (PW) sign, or
\ 50% coverage at 9 o’clock, was present in 30% of cases in this series.

deformity depending on activity level and the specific population studied [8, 10, 12, 17, 18]. We excluded hips with a
LCEA\20° and[40° in an attempt to minimize the inclusion
of clearly dysplastic and globally overcovered hips in the
analysis. One potential concern is that these patients were not
specifically evaluated with regard to hip-related symptoms
and therefore might not represent a truly asymptomatic
patient population. The CT scans, however, were obtained for
nonhip-related symptoms, and the authors believe that this
cohort still holds value as a representative sample of normal
hip morphology in patients not presenting for hip-related
complaints. Prior studies have shown that women have more
acetabular anteversion and a greater prevalence of global
acetabular overcoverage compared with men [2, 13, 14, 18].
Excluding those patients with a LCEA[40° to have a cohort
that was both symptom-free and without obvious global
overcoverage (profunda), which is typically seen in women,
may have created a more homogeneous population with less
sex-based variability. Our aim, however, was to exclude
patients with those morphologies (global overcoverage/dysplasia) that have been shown to have a greater risk for the
development of osteoarthritis and symptoms. The LCEA,
crossover sign, and posterior wall sign were calculated using
CT imaging. The prevalence based on CT measurements
might not be completely representative of plain radiographic
measurements. However, prior studies have supported that
CT and plain radiographic LCEA measurements have a high
correlation [12, 15, 20] and retroversion based on plain
radiographs may be an overestimate of retroversion based on
CT measures [30]. Therefore, the prevalence of crossover and
posterior wall signs in our study might underestimate the
actual prevalence in comparison to measurements based on
plain radiographs. A number of pincer-type (global retroversion and focal anterior overcoverage) and dysplastic
(excessive acetabular anteversion) variants, however, might
not be excluded using these exclusionary criteria in the current
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study. Although the presence of an aspherical femoral headneck junction (cam-type FAI) could potentially affect percent
coverage analysis if the area of femoral asphericity was
included, we used the best-fit sphere to perform these calculations and therefore eliminate this confounding variable. The
model also does not specifically assess the coverage of the
load-bearing articular cartilage of the best-fit sphere and in
this regard does not reflect the potential impact of variable
femoral version measures and does not account for variability
in the size of the lunate fossa, a region devoid of articular
cartilage. The current study used a novel method for evaluating percentage acetabular coverage of the femoral head
around the acetabular rim using CT scans from a young,
asymptomatic population. This allowed for an accurate
assessment of acetabular coverage at multiple points around
the acetabular rim as well as a calculation of regional (anterior, lateral, posterior) and global surface area coverage.
Previous studies have attempted to define CT-based and/or 3D morphology of the acetabulum [1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 15, 21–23,
25]. None of these studies to date, however, have provided a
true 3-D assessment of percentage surface area coverage of
the femoral head that accounts for pelvis orientation or further
correlated these findings with clinically relevant radiographic
parameters of acetabular deformity. Future studies might
evaluate both the femoral and acetabular sides to better define
true load-bearing articular cartilage coverage. Percent coverage alone does not account for all variables with respect to
acetabular morphology. Acetabular inclination, for instance,
plays a major role in hip mechanics.
The current CT-based study defined normative acetabular coverage measurements in asymptomatic patients and
found that cranial retroversion as indicated by the crossover sign and posterior wall sign was common in
asymptomatic patients. Although commonly used as a basis
for diagnosis and surgical treatment, a number of plain
radiographic acetabular parameters has been shown to have
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limited reliability and accuracy for defining acetabular
morphology. Wassilew et al. [28] evaluated plain radiographs with regard to the crossover sign and posterior wall
sign compared with 3-D CT scans relative to the true
osseous APP. The positive predictive value for identifying
a positive crossover sign was 36% and for identifying a
positive posterior wall sign was 35% on plain radiographs
compared with the CT APP reference [28]. Zaltz et al. [30]
reported that 38 of 41 (93%) AP plain radiographs had a
positive crossover sign but only 19 of those 38 hips had
focal or true acetabular retroversion on 3-D CT analysis. In
addition, Clohisy et al. [4] reported a study of six highvolume hip surgeons who performed a blinded review of
25 control hips, 25 hips with dysplasia, and 27 hips with
FAI. Investigators measured acetabular version, inclination, femoral head position, sphericity, and offset and
categorized each hip as normal, dysplastic, or FAI on two
separate occasions [4]. The majority of radiographic
parameters had poor combined intraobserver (j range,
0.30–0.76) and interobserver (j range, 0.19–0.64) reliability [4]. The interobserver reliability for making a
diagnosis was also subjectively poor indicating that both
individual radiographic parameters and a combination of
the various radiographic parameters had poor reliability for
diagnosing hip pathomorphology between clinicians [4].
These past studies reporting poor reliability for defining hip
pathomorphology with plain radiographs and improved
reliability and accuracy with 3-D CT scans should give the
surgeon serious pause with regard to defining hip disorders
and anatomy based on plain radiographs alone. Of greater
interest is the high prevalence of cranial retroversion,
crossover sign, and posterior wall sign in this asymptomatic cohort. This seriously calls into question making the
diagnosis of acetabular pathomorphology or pincer-type
FAI based on these plain radiographic and CT parameters.
It is possible that surgeons are not only overdiagnosing
these disorders, but, of even greater concern, performing
surgery for normal anatomic variants. The current authors
have become much more conservative with surgical
resections on the acetabulum in the presence of cranial
retroversion based on these findings. Future studies are
required to evaluate the natural history of patients with
varying degrees of acetabular retroversion and potentially
redefining acetabular disorders based on the development
of symptoms and potentially using regional and global
acetabular coverage data rather than plain radiographic
parameters. These studies would allow us to define whether
these findings represent pathologic undercoverage or overcoverage versus simply normal variants.
The current results provide the clinician with a more
accurate and reliable means of evaluating a particular
patient’s acetabular morphology around the clockface and
provide normative data to define them as undercovered,
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overcovered, or within the normal range. Using this novel
CT-based technique of analysis, we found the mean percent
femoral head surface area coverage for the asymptomatic
cohort was 40% ± 2% anteriorly, 61% ± 3% superiorly,
and 48% ± 3% posteriorly. Mean global coverage of the
femoral head was 40% ± 2%. The local coverage anteriorly
(3 o’clock) was 38% ± 3%, laterally (12 o’clock) was
67% ± 2%, and posteriorly (9 o’clock) was 52% ± 3%. The
current study also reports a high prevalence of the crossover
sign and/or posterior wall sign in asymptomatic hips (37%)
indicating that these are not necessarily pathognomonic for
‘‘pincer-type’’ impingement and/or posterior instability. This
raises the question as to whether a large proportion of these
hips is destined for trouble or simply normal variants. Based
on the current findings, the variability reported for acetabular
morphologies and coverage requires further study to better
define these important questions.
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